Adding Grey to Your Home

Grey—an on-trend neutral—continues to be a popular color choice for cabinetry. Whether wood or a wood alternative, shades of grey allow designers to create a soothing look that works well with any design style. Let’s take a look at some of Canyon Creek’s options:

**Stains.** Our stain palette features four grey-toned colors. Shadow, Sea Drift, Charcoal and Graphite span the range from light to dark.

Overall, one of our most popular stains is Graphite. On maple (above) it is a rich, warm grey-brown. We call it a “chameleon” color because it changes appearance as the grain pattern and natural colors of different woods like cherry, black walnut, sapele and beech show through.

(Shadow and Charcoal are offered on maple only in Cornerstone, Millennia and Closets Plus. Sea Drift and Graphite are available in all four product lines.)

**Paints.** We have five standard grey paints—Fog, Mist, Ash, Smoke and Thunder—all colors picked by our in-house design team and part of our Curated Paints Collection of 24 popular colors.

Don’t forget the “pop” that can be achieved by adding black to your design—Black paint and Ebony stain are great options.
Flexibility for every room

Grey is a popular choice for rooms throughout the home. Since it bridges the gap between black and brown and provides a neutral base, grey cabinets can add contrast or help create a flow from an open living area through more private spaces.

Combining grey paints with dark wood stains creates a look that is harmonious and coordinated.

See how our collection of grey stains and paints—from soft hues to saturated tones—can be your go-to neutral and bring serenity to your kitchen, bathroom, home office or media room.
Wood Alternatives

Want to move beyond wood, or capture an industrial vibe using glossy surfaces mixed with rustic woods? We have a number of options, including high gloss foils and laminates plus materials that mimic wood grain and even add texture.

HG Acrylic and Foil for Millennia

Creating a sleek, contemporary space is easy with our High Gloss (HG) program.

The palette ranges from Dark Grey Acrylic on Fahrenheit to Silver, Fossil Grey and Striated Flint Foils on Palermo and Siena. Mix within the HG selections or pull in Super Mattes or TSS for a unique look.

Greenlam for Millennia

Greenlam high pressure laminates are made using alternative fuels and recycled materials. It is the perfect choice for homes where a healthy indoor environment is important. The line includes solid colors, silk textures and many wood grains.

Here, Cocoa Icing pairs with vibrant Electric Blue to echo the seasonal skies viewed out the expansive window.
TSS for Millennia & Katana

This unique alternative to wood features a subtly textured surface that suggests wood grain.

HG Laminate for Katana

Want the “wow” factor on a budget? High gloss laminates for Katana are offered in seven colors, so you can mix and match within the collection or bring in accents of natural wood.

Super Mattes for Millennia

As the name suggests, Super Matte foils have almost no reflectivity. Stylish, durable and easy to clean, they are available on Apex and Maestro (Shaker style). The image above features Black & Haze; this box is Slate. White and Navy are also offered.

Custom options

When you choose Cornerstone or Millennia cabinetry, you’ll have the ability to customize many aspects of your project, including the size, materials and finishes on your cabinets.

Looking for ideas? Visit the Styles & Finishes section of canyencreek.com to see door styles, finishes and materials. For ideas, click on Resources and choose the Get Inspired section, or visit the Photo Gallery.